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Today’s modern oil wells are much more complex and costly than those drilled in past years, due to the
increasing depth and inaccessibility of the reservoirs that are being tapped. A deepwater well can cost
over $200 million to drill and complete; so it is imperative that production rates and lifetimes be great
enough to pay off this enormous investment. In addition, safety and environmental concerns are very significant, making it more attractive to get as much hydrocarbon as possible out of each drilled well.
Accurate 3-dimensional well drilling has been one of the most important drivers of well productivity over
the past couple of decades. It is now possible to place complex well trajectories within accuracies of a few
meters over distances of up to 10 km; and wells can also extend horizontally for 10 km from a land-based
rig out under the sea or can follow precisely a long, horizontal reservoir for maximum production. A
Schlumberger innovation, “GeoSteering” actually uses near-bit sensors based on nuclear, electromagnetic,
and other physical principles to “sniff” the reservoir quality and adjust the drilling path to keep the well in
the most productive zone.
While these techniques involve sophisticated sensing, they also represent examples of very advanced and
challenging mechanical design and innovation. Given the high level of activity in the US and international
oilfields, it is hoped that these topics will be of interest to tomorrow’s mechanical engineering innovators!
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